**BUSINESS CONFERENCE-**

**MSMEs 2010 12/23/2010**

Androogik Shikshan Mandal (ASM) had organized a Business Conference in association with MEDC & MCCIA on the theme:

"3rd Business Conference on Micro, Small & Medium Enterprises (MSMEs)- Gearing up to Global Competitiveness"

The two days Business Conference held at ASM, Pune started on a breezy day with lighting of lamp and the Inaugural Session.

The two days Business Conference in association with ASM Group of Institutes IBMR, IPS, ICS, CSIT formed an informal get together post these deliberations.

**OVER SEAS TOUR-**

**AN ENCHANTING EXPERIENCE FOR THE STUDENTS**

**AMAZING THAILAND - A MAGICAL EXPERIENCE!**

N

**Panacea:**

**Solution for the Problem!**

**MINDSCOPE 2010**

A Corporate Case Study Competition

Highly popular and prestigious annual case study competition evokes great response….

The event, which was organized under theauspices of the Parasailing and Scuba Walking activities. The event was inaugurated by Mr. Asha Pachpande, Secretary, ASM Group of Institutes, lauded the efforts of the students in organizing the event and thanked by Ms. Meenal Mohadikar, Contractor, Corporate Relations.

The students were encouraged to participate in the competition.

On Thursday morning, IIBR Pune conducted the event at its own campus. The event was graced by Dr. Sandeep Pachpande, Chairman of the ASM, Group of Institutes, lauded the efforts of the students in organizing the event and thanked by Ms. Meenal Mohadikar, Contractor, Corporate Relations.

The students were encouraged to participate in the competition.

On Thursday morning, IIBR Pune conducted the event at its own campus. The event was graced by Dr. Sandeep Pachpande, Chairman of the ASM, Group of Institutes, lauded the efforts of the students in organizing the event and thanked by Ms. Meenal Mohadikar, Contractor, Corporate Relations.

The students were encouraged to participate in the competition.

On Thursday morning, IIBR Pune conducted the event at its own campus. The event was graced by Dr. Sandeep Pachpande, Chairman of the ASM, Group of Institutes, lauded the efforts of the students in organizing the event and thanked by Ms. Meenal Mohadikar, Contractor, Corporate Relations.
B-PLAN COMPETITION:

The faculty of IIBR introduced themselves to the students in a formal interaction that was conducted on 10th August. The B-Plan competition took place on 12th August afternoon and ended on 18th August and continued till 19th August. The winners of the competition were Ekta Dohare, Radhika Vithani, Rani Kher, Gunuja, Anamika Giri, Archana Singh and Megha Jain from PGDM (RA) for presenting a B-Plan on “Creating a New Business Model for eCommerce in the Retail Industry”.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP INTER COLLEGE COMPETITION

On 8th October 2010, IIBR students participated in a summer internship project (SIP) competition organized by Syngalatta Group of Institutes, Pune. There were more than 150 participating students from more than 60 colleges from all over the state. There was a preliminary elimination round in which only 14 students were shortlisted for the 2nd round.

We are proud to say that out of these 150 students our student from IIBR, Miss Arvati Kanakadwar Ali (MBA Sem II) stood 2nd for her project in finance titled “Analyzing the Mutual Fund Growth Rate using CAGR and the benefits of Mutual Fund Growth Rate using CAGR and the benefits of…..”

Our students also took part in various literary and cultural events. Best Outstation College award in annual event “Drusti” at NMIMS Deemed-to-be University, premier Universities of Higher Studies, Vil Parle Mumbai on 12-16 Feb, 2011.

The team of students who participated were Shilpa Bajaj, Swati Vyawahare, Archana Singh and Megha Jain from PGDM (RA) for presenting a B-Plan on “Creating a New Business Model for eCommerce in the Retail Industry”.

Pre Placement Workshop

The entire workshop over next six days was a complete blend of personality aspects, team building and personal growth. ASM Group of Institutes is proud to have won this award as it proved that exposure the students get here, surely has contributed in grooming their corporate personalities.

Conclusion

The staff set a tone of 'willingness of team work which is being followed by being industrious and voluntarily. Students having realized that current status is urged to fill the gap's they have immediately and with our help and efficiently by giving them the Best Fit Jobs!!
Dilip Chitale conducted a seminar on Campus to Corporate on 25th day of January 2010. He gave the students an insight into how much work it takes to make the academic world and the corporate world aligned. He stressed on the need for an easy transition from college to the real world task. "Making the transition from ‘work in progress’ to ‘completed work’, is the first step.

The seminar was attended by all the MBA, MMM, MPM II students.

A seminar on strategic management was delivered by Mr. Yogita Kurve. She spoke on the importance of law and principles that would enable one to have an ideal combination of the different factors of the current market. She further added that by the study of economics businessmen learn the procedures and practices followed in the industry. She explained the various statements in locating the causes of socio-economic factors and how to provide solutions to solve them for the welfare of the nation.

Mr. Arun Chitalangiya & his group played a role in the corporate world and explained various aspects of the program. They shared many lessons from their project work. This reduces waste and helps in getting maximum return.

Guest Lecture on Strategic management:

A seminar on international negotiations and management was delivered by Mr. Dilip Pinto & Mr. Sachin Kamat. They discussed the aspects of negotiation and how to prepare for it. They also shared their views on the relevance of the seminar and workshop committee Prof. S. H. Joshi on the topic ‘Campus to Corporate’ held on Saturday, August 14th 2010 at the conference hall of the Institute. The well-known soft skill trainer Mr. Arun Chitalangiya & his associates gave an insight to the teaching faculty and students to enjoy their lectures. The program gave an insight to the teaching faculty for improving on their existing skills and to enable them to be more effective & efficient.

Workshops through the year:

A seminar on campus to corporate was conducted on 25th January 2010.

A day seminar was conducted on 14th March, 2011 for MCM and MCA Students by Mr. Vidyasagar Kulkarni (Corporate Trainer for Karan, Zinc Information System Limited, etc).

Adobe FLEX Workshop

A one day workshop was conducted on 26th Aug, 2010 for IIM students. The workshop was conducted by Mr. Pradeep Sondhi.

Seminars- (Turn around day for student for 19th November 2010)

A series of following three seminars was organized by the Alumini of IIM Ahmedabad.

1. Approach to Marketing by Mr. Rahul Desai
2. Approach to Finance by Ms. Ayesha Amrit
3. Importance of communication by Ms. Vidya Bhagwat

Ms. Vidya Bhagwat, IIM Alumini conducted a seminar on Soft Skills. She drove home the message about the importance of communication and also shared her views on improving listening capacity and spoke about the importance of learning.

In order to strengthen and broaden the link between the today’s academic world of our PGDM students and the corporate world since 1984, almost 26 years. IBMR being the first management institute in times to come.

The well-known soft skill trainer Mr. Arun Chitalangiya & his associates gave an insight to the teaching faculty and students to enjoy their lectures. The program gave an insight to the teaching faculty for improving on their existing skills and to enable them to be more effective & efficient.
PAPER PRESENTATIONS

Prof. J.A. Kulkarni, senior faculty, ASM’s IBMR & Dr. Sandeep Pachpande, Chairman ASM Group of Institutes, Presented a Research paper titled “From SME to MSME – An Emerging Industrial Scene” at the 6th INTAN International Conference (Edited by International Journal of Business, Management, IT and Economics) on 11th October 2010 under the guidance of Prof. Bhushan Dange, authority from YCM hospital Pimpri. The event initiated this noble cause through my college by encouraging the hard working students who left no task meticulously. The students had the density of population as well as the extent of area covered. The students who took part were the children who were either living in orphanages or in the care of the Tender Belly Society, but now hard working students like Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. The event was greatly supported by Indian Medical Association, Pune. The whole arena was taken care of by Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. Shrinagar and awareness was made by displaying banners exhibiting the importance of remaining in top of it, noble too. It was clearly identified that unprotected houses where children did not get appropriate health care.

Awards / Recognitions and Paper Presentations by Faculties of IBMR, ICS, IPS and CSIT

Prof. Nutan Dherange Katale is National Seminar on Sustainable Development – Challenges and Opportunities held at Smt. Hiranaben Navaratri Institute of Management & Research for Women on 13th Feb 2011. Prof. Nutan Dherange has participated and presented paper on “Role of ICT in SMEs: Emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is not only reshaping the business model but also intensifying interlinking strategies across its internal as well as external value chain.

Professor Somal Parkhi Solandi Parbhoo have participated in National level conference at ACM, Pune, which was held on 04th, March 2011 for paper presentation on Concept Based User Profiles. The theme was “Managing Diversity for Inclusiveness”. She has also got the paper titled “Role of ICT in SMEs: Emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is not only reshaping the business model but also intensifying interlinking strategies across its internal as well as external value chain.

Pavan C. Palkar, Faculty ASM’s IBMR presented paper titled “Initiatives of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) practices: A case of selected companies in Pune at Eighth AIMS International Conference on Management (AIMS-8) jointly organized by Observation Research in Management and IT (STAND-X-10) and Inhalation International The Association of Indian Management Scholars (January 1-4, 2011) on 1st January 2011. The theme of the conference was Management Education in 2020: issues challenges and opportunities. This paper focused on corporate social responsibility (CSR) activities initiated in selected companies at Pune. Such as community welfare, environment projects etc.

Prof. Direkshya 3rd National Research Conference organized by Singhbad Institute of Management and Computer Application on 23-24th January, 2011. The theme of the conference was “Managing diversity for Inclusiveness”. She has also presented paper on “Role of ICT in SMEs: Emergence of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is not only reshaping the business model but also intensifying interlinking strategies across its internal as well as external value chain.

Prof. Umesh Kadam National conference on the theme “Emerging Challenges & Opportunities Before Management in India” was organized at D.Y. Patil college, Pimpri on 27th Feb 2011. The paper titled “Need of computerized School Health Information System” was presented by Prof. Umesh Kadam. Basic theme of the paper was to store child health information together in school so that it can be available to them in future at any time.

Mrs. Nilsh Raj Gupta, faculty, ASM’s IBMR presented a Research Paper “Mystery shopping or Ghost shopping. Retail Research tool.” at National Conference on Retailing and Management held at Ravishankar Business School, Raipur (Chhattisgarh) on 30th January 2011. She has also presented Research paper in an International Conference by Knuth Research Institute at Sun Yat-Sen University. She has also participated in National level conference at DPIVM, Pimpri, Pune on 17th Feb 2011 where the topic was “Data Mining for Entering Data Warehouse”. The theme was “Emerging Challenges and Opportunities before Management in India”.

Prof. Rosey Mathur, Professor, MPM Department, IBMR (February 2011). She has also presented Research paper titled “Initiatives of Corporate Social Responsibility” at the 6th INTAN International Conference (Edited by International Journal of Business, Management, IT and Economics) on 11th October 2010 under the guidance of Prof. Bhushan Dange, authority from YCM hospital Pimpri. The event initiated this noble cause through my college by encouraging the hard working students who left no task meticulously. The students had the density of population as well as the extent of area covered. The students who took part were the children who were either living in orphanages or in the care of the Tender Belly Society, but now hard working students like Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. The event was greatly supported by Indian Medical Association, Pune. The whole arena was taken care of by Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. Shrinagar and awareness was made by displaying banners exhibiting the importance of remaining in top of it, noble too. It was clearly identified that unprotected houses where children did not get appropriate health care.

A SM Institute of Groups and YCM hospital Pimpri joined hands together on a Pulse Polio drive in Pimpri and Chinchwad area of Pune for the period February 28th, 2011 to March 1st, 2011. Thirty young management students from ASM institute of Groups of Institutes, 18 boys and 12 girls went from house to house in Pimpri, Chinchwad and Bhosari area to give pulse polio oral vaccination to infants. In three days, they have vaccinated approximately one thousand children, making these infants safe from the effects of polio forever. The task was very challenging as well as crucial to complete because there were no protective principles and practices, and of developing an overall framework in which they comfortably reconcile each other.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT

A n industrial visit was organized by the MPM Department for 60 P.M. student on 7th February, 2011 to Sakthi Micro Systems Ltd., Pune. Prof. Rossy Mathur also Presented Research Paper “Entrepreneurship in corporate social responsibility” at the 6th INTAN International Conference (Edited by International Journal of Business, Management, IT and Economics) on 11th October 2010 under the guidance of Prof. Bhushan Dange, authority from YCM hospital Pimpri. The event initiated this noble cause through my college by encouraging the hard working students who left no task meticulously. The students had the density of population as well as the extent of area covered. The students who took part were the children who were either living in orphanages or in the care of the Tender Belly Society, but now hard working students like Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. The event was greatly supported by Indian Medical Association, Pune. The whole arena was taken care of by Sonali Kulkarni and Sameer Dharmadhikari. Shrinagar and awareness was made by displaying banners exhibiting the importance of remaining in top of it, noble too. It was clearly identified that unprotected houses where children did not get appropriate health care.

PAPER PRESENTATION BY CSIT FACULTIES


Felicitation of Dr. Sandeep Pachpande, Chairman ASM Group by Swami Vivekanand Pratishtan
Republic Day Celebration By ASM

TRADITIONAL DAY

26th August was celebrated as the traditional day. Every student and faculty were loud in their traditional attire and celebrated the traditional day with great enthusiasm.

SPORTS MEET

“A sound mind lives in a sound body” was the motto of our sports meet celebration where we had inter college competitions of Cricket, Valley ball and Tag of War. The day started with a Team Marathon followed by different sports activities.

INDUSTRIAL VISITS

GOA INDUSTRIAL VISIT

On 26th March, 2011 to the world’s largest IT company, Microsoft. The ASM’s IBMR organized an industrial visit for MCA and MCM students. As a surprise to the students, Mr. Siddharth gifted them with license keys of Visual Studio for Free. The students were very excited as they got a chance to interact with Mr. Siddharth in person and some of the students have considered him as their role model.

Microsoft Visit: A memorable experience

ASM’s IBMR organized an industrial visit for MCA and MCM students on 26th March, 2011 to the world’s largest IT company, Microsoft. The students were accompanied by Professors, Mr. Sharad Patil, Ms. Haridini Pandav, Mrs. Priyanka Madiwale & Mr. Ujjval More. The Evangelist and Program Manager at Microsoft, Mr. Siddharth Prakash guided the students. He was a fantastic communicator and a very knowledgeable person. The team welcome extended by Microsoft was very much appreciated. The students were very excited as they got a chance to interact with Mr. Siddharth in person and some of the students have considered him as their role model.

As a surprise to the students, Mr. Siddharth gifted them with license keys of various Microsoft products worth Rs. 5 to 6 lacs thus making this trip very memorable for the students of ASM. Truly a visit that was not just an eye opener but also a great example of being excellent corporate citizens.

“...GOA on an Industrial and Pleasure trip to.... The students of ASM Group institutes IBMR, IPS got a rare opportunity to observe and learn about the work in Goan industrial and manufacturing units of UB Group situated at Pond. What fascinated the students was the automated process of recycling, washing, and refilling, labelling and packaging happening simultaneously and consecutively in a single process and in very short period of time.

Besides this, students also enjoyed the beaches, important places and DJ night at Goa. The idea behind is to gain industrial exposure in the mean time rejuvenate the body and mind after a period of strenuous and hectic study schedules.

On 1st September a Bojpuri singing concert was conducted by sri.Ram Kailash Yadavji. Sri.Ram Kailash Yadavji has been singing for at least the last six or seven decades and singing for All India Radio since 1949. He has traveled to almost all parts of the country with his group and been honored with many awards. Though he mainly sings the ‘Biraha’ form- his repertoire is vast and includes all forms of the repertoire. His music and brought out a refreshingly original content and style for the instrument he music and brought out a refreshingly original content and style for the instrument.

A Talent show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and A T alent hunt show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and Prof Rossy Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and A T alent hunt show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and A T alent hunt show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and A T alent hunt show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and A T alent hunt show organized by UNINOR and RADIO MIRCHI to showcase hidden talent of students. Prof Ronny Mathur, Prof Rajkumar Ghosh and

Hobby Club Activity

Violin concert presented by, Ganeshji and Kumareshji

On 16th September 2010 A concert was conducted by the famous duo violin artists Sri Ganeshji and Kumareshji. They are a well known duo of violin players who are a part of the South India music fraternity (Karnatic music). They are best known as modern contemporary artists who have done lot of service to “Saatra Sangitam”. The Karnatic Music name limits its reach and appears to confine itself to a limited area whereas the name Saatra Sangitam gives it the legitimate dignity and honor, and enlarges its reach to the entire universe. They are a dynamic duo of violinists, who have carved a niche for themselves in this era of great violinists. The brothers have gone deeper into the realm of the music and brought out a refreshingly original content and style for the instrument he music and brought out a refreshingly original content and style for the instrument.
ASM institutes

**Tree Plantation**

**By Staff**

**Members to celebrate**

**Teachers Day**

Plant a tree for a pollution free tomorrow was the focus of ASM Group of Institutes’ event on Teachers Day. The event was organized at the institute’s Goregaon campus. Students took part in this project and planted saplings. The event was graced by Dr. Ganesh Natrajan, Emeritus ISTD and Chairman GRID.

**International Symposium on “Training in Turbulent Times”, an ASM initiative**

The two-day symposium began with the traditional lighting of the lamp ceremony and the singing of the national anthem. The guests were welcomed by the chairman, Dr. Vijayam Ravi, who welcomed the guests. The keynote address was delivered by Dr. Jyoti Pathak, who spoke on the importance of having a balance between your career and life.

**Students Social Responsibility**

**SAI SEVADHAM ASHRAM**

Social visit to SAI Seva Dham Ashram, village Kanke, Pune was organized by the management and faculty of IBMR for the students of SAI and MMM. The students were accompanied by Prof. Ronny Mathur and Prof. Rakh Jain. Students got an opportunity to bring smiles to the children of lesser god. Voluntary contribution by faculty members and students of IBMR helped them to raise a donation which was utilized to buy fresh sheets, wheat flour, toys, educational games, and school uniforms.

**INSIGNIA 2011**

Three days annual management and cultural festival of ASM ‘INSIGNIA’, with Theme GO GREEN, SAVe EARTH was organized on 19th, 20th and 21th of FEB 2010 at ASM’s IBMR Campus. It is an inter-collegiate annual meet which plethora of events under academic sports and cultural events. This glittering event include many programmes like Antakshari, Vocals, Dance Competition, Fashion show. Our students participated in almost all the events. T-Shirt printing was a lot of participation and students outside the expectations. Overall responding throughout was given in Rajasthan Competition where the floor looked like a carpet artistically decorated by participants. Miss Rani Prasad from SNBP college bagged first. First Prize and Snehal kakodkar Mahadwar were runners up. Singing competition was swept by SNBP student and IBMR were runners up. Dance competition left the judges wondering who was the best; all the teams gave a tough fight to lay hands on the coveted trophy. Prizes for winners were given away with lot of celebration and gaiety. The faculties performed a fashion show and danced to the famous tunes. On the basis of overall performance IBMR got the prestigious INSIGNIA 2011 rolling trophy. The fire show left the audience spellbound. Fabulous dance performances by Shelter was the highlight of the evening. It was a grand success with the coordination and cooperation of all the faculty members of ASM Group of Institutes.

**Strategic Thinking**

**Strategy and Head training SunitiAveita Ltd spoke agressively on the new dimensions of training needs.**

**Chairperson: Dr. N. M. Kondaje Ex. Vice Chairman NMIMS University**

Dr. Asha Nagendra Officializing the house SymbolisCenter For Management DevelopmentStudasskarn a lively presentation of her research with tata motors and bajaj auto on OCTA21C. Culture Dr. S. Srinivasan Work Family Life Balance Advisor Wellind Foundation on his own light hearted manner explained to the audience his connecton with the younger audience and brought out the importance of having a balance between your career and life. Chairman: Dr. D. P. Singh President Eminent ISTD and Chairman GRID Consultants Pvt Ltd CEO Round Table was graced by: Dr. Ganesh Natrajan, Dr. Uma Ganesh, Mr. SudhamChoure, Mr. SudhamChoure, Mr. Sudham Choure Captd: C. M. Chitale, Chairman Dr. V. K. Bhushan The international symposium on “Training in turbulent times” concluded with a rich chest of the delegates and audience.
Student interaction was the part of Rahul Gandhi recent visit to Pune and region around. Mr. Gandhi interacted with students and youth in different age group with different backgrounds. ASM Group of Institutes 25 Management students had this rare opportunity to be invited to this event. Around 1200 students from 20 educational institutes were invited through special pass to this event called as “Talash-Shodh Naya Nirmalata” organized by NSUI, a stream of national congress working for youth development. Mr. Gandhi was also accompanied by Mrs. Minakshi Natarajan (MP Malayalam) and Mr. B.Edan [National President, NSUI]. Mr. Gandhi started his interaction admiration to youth with human resources and the necessity of channelizing the youth energy for bridging the gap between the underdeveloped India who still fall short of equal opportunities than developed India. To support his point he put some facts and his experience of visit to Japan. In his conversation he was encouraging students to put their view and what they think to bridge the gap.

In continuation to his talk, he said there are ways three to enter into politics but most of common people can only enter and that too with much more formal education. Because of this problem he has started democratic system of NSUI. This is not only easier way to enter into politics but also NSUI is the only student organization which implemented so, he said. Student asked him multiple discipline questions. Mr. Gandhi answered them smartly, J&K problem. Age limit for politicians. Internal security matters and response system for 26/11, Police training need and its modernisation, Reservation and increment in intake capacity of renowned institutes, corruption, police functioning, demand for reservation and other political aspects

Mr. Gandhi was eager to find new ideas from students and emphasising need for participation of youth in politics. The overall event was greatly co-ordinated by local NSUI members including security arrangements and media coverage. It’s been a knowledgeable experience to one and all present for the event.

Soft skill training programme was organised for the students of BBA, BMM and MPM sem-I, II, Prof. Rosy Mathur soft skill team in charge along with the team who had developed a training module as per students need and industry requirements. The programme lasted for 5 days from 25th Dec 2010 to 27th Dec 2010.

Prof Rosy Mathur took session on motivation, self analysis and confidence building. Team building and group dynamics through management games were very well taken up by Prof. Suchet Nara and Prof. Sachin Thod trained students for sales management and communication skills.

Prof Sohail Ahmed, Prof Pallavi clugh conducted workshop in written communication skill. The team also conducted mock interview and aptitude test. The training was imparted through innovative and unconventional approach. Audio visual aids and management games facilitated the desired change. The programme was attended by 120 students and they participated enthusiastically and with usual age number, they expressed gratitude and acknowledged the efforts. The programme was organized under the guidance of Prof Prahba Shankar director co- operate relation and Mr.Amittabh Pande, head-place.
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NCON-VI, a two day international conference on ongoing research in management & IT ended on 13th March. ASM Institute of Management, Rustem Pachpande, VC of Mumbai University, inaugurated the conference which was attended by Dr. Prashant Patil, Chair of ASM Group of Institutes, Sandeep Pachpande, Secretory ASM Group of Institutes. The conference was well supported by the help from all other staff and student volunteers of ASM Group.

In his convocational address Mr. Mukesh Malhotra has congratulated all present. Mr. Anant Sardeshmukh, Additional Director General, MCCIA, expressed the opinion that research is equally important for the growth of any institute. He advised researchers to believe in oneself & start building on one’s creations. He highlighted that corporate must not wait for fame in the industry is also somewhat satisfied due to lack of skill development programs available for prospective managers. Inaugural function was anchored by Dr. Ashok Kolaskar, Ex- Vice Chancellor, University of Pune, the guest of honour delivered the key note address.

The convocation ceremony started by paying condolences to the departed Founder of the world Shikshak Mandal, Dr. R. R. Pachpande. A condolence was paid by all present.
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